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In brief
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles Australia releases
updated Caddy van and people mover TSI range
New, higher output TSI engine reduces fuel consumption and running costs
Multi-Collision Braking and Fatigue Detection standard – innovative
driver assistance systems and safety features available
New exterior and interior design – sharper lines featuring the latest
Volkswagen DNA
Van and People Mover variants available
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles has launched the fourth generation of the
hugely popular Caddy in Australia. Around 1.5 million of the previous generation
were sold worldwide during its eleven years in production. A success that the
new Caddy is designed to continue, as the award-winning urban delivery van has
been enhanced and refined in every area. The same can be said for the Caddy
people mover, which also appeals to a broad range of customers.
At the time of launch, the fourth generation Caddy range is offered with a
single engine: a TSI petrol engine offering 92kW and Volkswagen’s BlueMotion
technology which includes start/stop technology as well as brake energy
recuperation. The Caddy van and people mover range will extend to also include
the latest diesel engines in 2016.
Numerous driver assistance and safety systems in the new Caddy support the
driver and protect the vehicle occupants. Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles has
incorporated a large number of assistance systems, which are largely unmatched
in the urban delivery van segment. For example, the new Caddy range comes fitted
with combined side/head airbags for Caddy vans and 2nd row curtain airbags for
Caddy people movers. Also available is the ‘Front Assist’ surround monitoring
system – which helps, for example, to shorten stopping distances – and City
Emergency Braking, which provides assistance at low speeds of under 30km/h.
If the driver fails to see an obstacle, the system automatically applies the brakes
and ensures that the speed of any collision is reduced. Ideally, it completely
prevents the vehicle from running into the obstacle. The Front Assist system is
included in the optional Driver Assistance Package.
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A highlight in terms of safety features for the new Caddy van and people movers
is the Multi-Collision Braking system. After a collision, this system automatically
initiates braking if the driver is no longer able to take action. This potentially lifesaving technology is standard on all new Caddy van and people mover models.
Fitted as standard, the cruise control system also has a speed limiter. It can
optionally be set by the driver to prevent speeding up above the permitted limit,
for instance, in urban areas. The same applies to the optional Adaptive Cruise
Control (ACC), which can be activated at a speed of 0 to 160km/h (DSG) or 30
to 160km/h (manual transmission). This feature is also included in the optional
Driver Assistance Package.
Of particular note to Australian customers, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles
Australia is offering its innovative Fatigue Detection system as standard on all new
Caddy van and people mover models. Fatigue Detection recognises any deviations
from normal driving behaviour and recommends the driver takes a break.
In combination with the Composition Colour and Composition Media radios
and with the Discover Media navigation system, a reversing camera comes as
standard for the new Caddy people mover and can be ordered for the Caddy van.
An optional 360˚ optical parking system (OPS) also makes maneuvering easier
fro Caddy Maxi Comfortline models with Park Assist fitted. The OPS provides a
graphic representation of the vehicle from above on the colour display of the radio
or radio/navigation system. By means of yellow and red signals the driver can
then easily see whether the Caddy Maxi has a sufficient gap from any obstacles
at both front and rear. ParkPilot, meanwhile operates in a slightly simpler way.
Using audible beeps, it helps the driver manoeuvre into a parking space.
The new Caddy’s design impresses with sharpened folds and clearly defined
surfaces with stylish clarity. The redesigned front and the distinctively presented
rear give the new compact van an unmistakable character, without making the
all-rounder any less recognisable.
While preserving all of its functional virtues, the high-quality urban delivery van
and people mover have gained noticeably in presence and dynamism. In keeping
with the expressive exterior, the vehicle’s interior also features accentuated
lines and shapes. A striking horizontal band with integrated air vents and a new
generation of infotainment equipment underline the new Caddy’s modern look.
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TSI Engine
Efficiency and low fuel consumption is the primary focus of the engine
management system’s development and refinement.
The top petrol engine available globally is the 1.4-litre TSI with a power output of
92KW @4,800rpm. Its maximum torque is 220 Newton metres @1,500 – 3,500rpm.
Transmission and suspension: All fourth generation Caddy variants available

at launch are available with either six-speed manual or seven-speed DSG
transmission. Both the engine and gearbox are joined by a suspension system
specially geared to differing loads. This includes the independent wheel
suspension on the front axle and the rigid rear axle on leaf springs with loadsensitive shock absorbers, which alter their displacement characteristic
depending on the spring’s level of compression. Stabilisers on both axles reduce
the vehicle’s angle of roll and, along with the electromechanical power-assisted
steering, contribute to the suspension functioning with great precision.
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Derivatives and features
Derivatives and features
Versatile loading
Rear-seat fold-down table
New radio and navigation systems
In Australia, the Caddy is a clear market leader, spearheading the van segment
over 9 years and having sold over 17,825 vans between 2004 and 2015 and 2,639
people movers from 2006-2015. In Germany, the Caddy van is the undisputed
No. 1 with a market share of 42.9 per cent, while across Europe, at 19.4 per cent
it is also among the best-selling vehicles of its kind. Its predecessor sold some
1.5 million units around the world inside eleven years. The new Caddy will now
continue this success story in dynamic style. Essentially there are still two basic
categories of Caddy: the classic commercial vehicles, i.e. the commercially used
city delivery vans, and the compact people-movers.
Both van and people mover versions of the Caddy are available in two body
lengths. While the short version has a wheelbase measuring 2,682 millimetres,
the Caddy Maxi is built on a wheelbase of 3,006 millimetres. All in all, the Maxi is
47 centimetres longer. At approximately the same vehicle height, that produces
additional cargo space of around one cubic metre.
Cockpit: The vehicle’s everyday practicality is underlined by well-balanced

ergonomic attributes and numerous storage options. In the urban delivery
van its dashboard reflects the job it does. In its centre is an open storage tray
for work papers and everyday items. The same applies to the lockable glove
compartment and to an open compartment in front of the front-seat passenger.
In the people-mover derivative the latter is covered with a decorative panel,
while the glove compartment can always be closed. Further storage
compartments under the front seats come as standard. In addition, a roof
shelf stretches above the windscreen across the full width of the cabin.
Further storage bins are integrated in front of the gear or selector lever and in the
door panels. The latter are large enough to take upright 1.0-litre drink bottles.
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The controls for heating, ventilation and air conditioning are located in the centre
of the instrument panel within easy reach of driver or front-seat passenger.
They have easily understood symbols, which are intuitive to use. Fitted under the
heating and air-conditioning controls are the Composition Colour audio system,
available in the Caddy Trendline people mover and Caddy vans; and the Composition
Media audio system, available in the Caddy Comfortline people mover.
Offering generous adjustment, the front seats also provide excellent lateral
support and together with the optional height adjustment ensure a comfortable
and healthy sitting position. This slightly elevated position, and the enormous
headroom, creates a spacious feel.
Interior trim covers the roof, the A- and B-pillars and the underside of the roof all
the way back to the cargo space, including in the urban delivery van. Steering wheel
height (+/-20 millimetres) and forward/backward adjustment (+30/-20 millimetres)
plus exceptionally good all-round visibility contribute to making driving the
Caddy relaxing and safe.

Derivatives
Caddy Van and Caddy Maxi Van: Depending on wheelbase, the cargo space of

the new Caddy panel van ranges between 3,200 litres in the SWB van, and 4,200
litres in the maxi van. In length it measures 1,779mm (2,249mm Caddy Maxi
Van) and is accessible both from the back and from the left side of the vehicle.
The maximum height of the cargo space is 1,259mm. Two asymmetrically split
rear wing doors of differing size allow loading cargos of up to 1,134mm in
height. A wiper and washer system complete with heated windows is available
as standard.
The two rear doors’ opening angle is 90 degrees with door latches engaged and
180 degrees without. The somewhat larger left-hand door is closed before the
right-hand one. The new Caddy is also offered with optional lifting tailgate. This
rear opening’s clearance is practically identical to that of the wing-door version.
The standard sliding door of the SWB Caddy Van with a large opening width
of 0.7 metres on the left-hand side of the vehicle enables easy access to loads
transported deep inside the cargo compartment. Anyone for whom that is not
enough can also order a SWB Caddy Van with a second sliding door, or even the
new Caddy Maxi Van and Crewvan as a dual loader.
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The sliding doors’ top guide rollers run separated from the cargo space inside
the roof. A light in line with the sliding door ensures adequate illumination.
On request, the windowless panel van can also be ordered with windows all round.
Easy loading and unloading is facilitated by the relatively low sill of just 588mm
for the Caddy Maxi Van. Maximum load width is 1,556mm for the SWB and the
space between the wheel arches is 1,170mm. The cargo floor is level throughout,
making loading easy. Six (eight in the Caddy Maxi) load-lashing rings enable
the cargo to be perfectly secured with tensioned straps and paneling up to the
window line protects the vehicle body’s outer skin.
Caddy Maxi Crewvan: The new Caddy van models primarily differ from the

people mover derivatives through their compact interior design elements.
Up to three people can sit in the rear of the Maxi Crewvan and the right-hand
seat on this row is separate, i.e. it can also be individually tipped up and/or folded
up and taken out. The same functions apply to the adjoining double bench seat.
In the new five-seater Maxi Crewvan, when the rear seats are folded forward,
a luggage capacity of 3,950 litres is created.
In the 47 centimetres longer Maxi Crewvan, the capacity of the cargo space
provided is 3,950 litres. After taking out the second row of seats, cargo capacity
grows to 4,130 litres. A particular feature of this Caddy is that with all seats
fitted the height of the seats increases from front row to the second row.
The seat in the middle of the vehicle has an integrated three-point safety belt.
When folding the bench seat forward, the headrests drop into the back foot-well
and thus do not need to be taken off. The two outer seats’ three-point safety
belts are fixed to the C-pillar.
The Caddy Maxi Crewvan comes for the first time with opening (sliding) windows
in the sliding doors. In each of the foot-wells of the second seating row, the
Crewvan also has a floor compartment.

Caddy People Movers – specification lines
To match differing demands, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles is also offering
the Caddy as a short and long wheelbase people mover. The Caddy and Caddy
Maxi people mover models are available with seven seats, and similar to the
Volkswagen Passenger Vehicles models, in either Trendline or Comfortline
specification lines.
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Trendline (short and long wheelbase models): The entry specification level in

both Caddy and Caddy Maxi people movers is the Trendline. While this is the
starting point for the Caddy people mover specification, it is by no-means
a ‘base’ level offering. Instead, the Trendline Caddy and Caddy Maxi people mover
vehicles offer an impressive array of standard safety and convenience systems
from the Caddy van range, as well as some new passenger-focused technologies.
Specification highlights include rear parking sensors, a reversing camera and a
Composition Colour audio system featuring a five-inch touchscreen with AUX/
USB and SD input, available for the first time in this model range. Interior features
include a leather-wrapped multifunction steering wheel with audio, Bluetooth
and MFD controls, also available in this specification for the first time.
Externally it is the body coloured bumpers, wing mirrors, door handles, and a
sliding door pelmet in the vehicle body colour that set the Caddy Trendline apart
from other versions. In contrast to the Caddy vans, the passenger compartment
is fully upholstered and the Caddy and Caddy Maxi both offer ample storage
space, with drawers under each front seat. In terms of safety, the front airbags
are joined by rear airbags as well. While the Caddy Maxi Trendline offers a
generous 7-person seating capacity as standard, the 5-seater Caddy Trendline
also offers an optional third row, growing the seating area to fit a total of
7 passengers. Exclusive seat covers (in ‘Kutamo’ pattern in Titanium Black/
Moonrock Grey) additionally create a unique ambience to the Trendline people
mover Caddy.
Comfortline (long wheelbase only): The Comfortline specification is available

exclusively as a long wheel base model, and adds further touches above the
standard inclusions of the Trendline specification. The most notable visual
cue of a Comfortline model are side protection bars, which are additionally
painted in the vehicle colour, as well as the new 16-inch ‘Bendigo’ alloy wheels.
Furthermore, the bars of the radiator grille and the side indicators are finished
in chrome. In comparison with the Caddy Trendline, it is additionally equipped
externally with a black roof rack (100 kilograms load), dual-halogen headlights
and rear privacy glass.
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The Comfortline interior is enhanced by a height-adjustable central armrest
(in the front), and a front passenger seat with lumbar support.
The vehicles gear lever knob and handbrake lever are wrapped in leather,
while chrome accents give the interior a stylish finish. In terms of functionality,
the range of features is supplemented by details such as the 6.3-inch
‘Composition Media’ audio system and App-Connect, equipped with additional
interfaces and a larger display, Climatronic air conditioning with driver and front
passenger controls and a Light & Sight package that includes a self-adjusting
anti-dazzle rear-view mirror, rain sensor and automatically activated headlights.
The vehicles seat covers in the ‘Pandu’ pattern in ‘Titanium Black’ also look
highly refined.
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Safety and comfort
Safety and comfort
Curtain airbags
Front Assist
City Emergency Braking function
Multi-Collision Braking System
Cruise control, including speed limiter
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
Driver Alert system
Taking into consideration how the vehicle is used, Volkswagen Commercial
Vehicles has systematically tailored the new Caddy to its different customer
groups and their lifestyle and work scenarios. Numerous driver assistance
and safety systems support the driver and protect the occupants and the use
of the new vehicles latest electronic aids make motoring simpler and safer.
To this end Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles has incorporated a great array
of assistance systems in the new Caddy, which are unmatched in the urban
delivery van segment. Available for the first time in the new model range is a
reversing camera, Front Assist, Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), Fatigue detection,
Multi-Collision braking and rear curtain airbags (available only in the people movers).
Approximately 22% of all accidents involving injuries are collisions with more
than one obstacle. In order to minimise the risk related to this scenario, the
Multi-Collision Braking system comes into use. After a collision, it automatically
initiates braking if the driver is no longer able to take action. Any secondary
collisions can thus be prevented. The Multi-Collision Braking system becomes
active whenever two sensors working independently of each other register an
accident. In this event, the system slows the vehicle down to 10km/h in stages
based on a pre-set rate of deceleration. The driver is, however, able to take back
control of the vehicle at any time. All three functions are in the standby mode
and cannot be disabled by the driver.
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The situation is different with the standard cruise control, which includes
a speed limiter. The latter can optionally be set by the driver to prevent speeding
up above the permitted limit, for instance, in urban areas.
Also standard on all models is the new ‘Driver Fatigue’ system. It recognises
any deviations from normal driving behaviour and recommends the driver take
a break whenever necessary. To do this, the system evaluates driving behaviour
at speeds of 65km/h and above and concludes whether the driver is fit to
drive. It evaluates in this process various signals, such as, for example, steering
behaviour. In the event of any atypical actions, the system recommends the
driver take a break by both an audible and visual signal.
By means of radar, the optional ‘Front Assist’ surroundings monitoring system,
available as part of the Driver Assistance Package, recognises critical distances
to the vehicle in front and helps to shorten the stopping distance. In any
dangerous situations the system warns the driver visually and audibly, as well as
with a slight jolt of the brake. ‘Front Assist’ reacts here in two stages: in the first
the assistance system warns the driver with audible and visual signals of any
vehicle in front driving slowly or suddenly braking and of the associated risk of
collision. In parallel it gets the vehicle ready for emergency braking – by applying
the brake pads and alerting the brake assistant. If the driver fails to react to
the warning, a one-off short jolt of the brake indicates in the second stage the
looming danger of a collision and the brake assistant’s responsiveness is further
increased. If the driver then hits the brakes, full braking power is immediately
available. If the driver does not brake strongly enough, ‘Front Assist’ increases
the braking pressure to the required level, so that the vehicle comes to a stop
before reaching the obstacle.
The ‘Front Assist’ system also includes the City Emergency Braking function,
which provides assistance at low speeds of under 30km/h. If the driver fails to
see an obstacle, the system automatically applies the brakes and ensures that
the speed of any collision is reduced. Ideally, it completely prevents the vehicle
from running into the obstacle.
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The same applies to the optional Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), which can
be activated at a speed of 0 to 160km/h (DSG) or 30 to 160km/h (manual
transmission). Using sensors, it measures the distance to the vehicles in front
and their relative speed. The driver sets the desired time gap and speed via
corresponding buttons on the multifunction steering wheel. Within its range,
a sensor then constantly monitors the area in front of the vehicle. By pressing
on the throttle, the driver can interrupt the ACC system and accelerate more
strongly. Pressing the brake pedal leads in turn to the immediate deactivation
of the ACC function. All messages from the system appear on the central
multifunction display Plus. In combination with the DSG, the ACC system can
also slow the vehicle down, for example in queues or traffic jam situations,
to a complete stop. Depending on the situation, ACC starts up again thereafter
automatically after a predefined period.
In combination with the ‘Composition Colour’, ‘Composition Media’ radio and with
the ‘Discover Media’ navigation system, a reversing camera is now available as
standard for the first time in the Caddy Trendline and Caddy Comfortline people
mover models. The camera is activated by engaging reverse gear and relays a
precise image of the area behind the vehicle. The path of travel is depicted using
help lines drawn into the image.

Infotainment
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles is equipping the Caddy with a totally new
generation of radio and radio/navigation systems, all with a touchscreen as
standard. The new generation systems come in three levels of specification and
two different display sizes: 5-inches and 6.3-inches.
In the case of the 6.3-inch Composition Media audio system, Volkswagen
Commercial Vehicles is for the first time using a display that works by means
of proximity sensors: as soon as a finger moves near to the touchscreen, the
system automatically switches from display mode to input mode. The display
mode shows a screen that is reduced to just the essentials. In operating mode,
on the other hand, the elements that can be activated by touch are specially
highlighted to simplify intuitive operation. The displays also have a function that
lets users use wiping motions to scroll through lists or browse CD covers in the
media library.
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There is a choice of a total of three radios and radio/navigation systems in the
Caddy starting with the Composition Colour radio, available as standard in the
Caddy Trendline. Located on both the left and right of the 5-inch touchscreen
with colour display are three buttons that are used to activate the ‘Radio’, ‘Media’,
‘Mute’, ‘Setup’, ‘Sound’ and ‘Eject’ menus/functions. In this case the system also
includes an FM/AM radio and loudspeakers in the front and back (only for people
movers). In addition, it is equipped with a CD drive (MP3 compatible), Bluetooth
as standard, USB interface, auxiliary jack and SD card.
Equipped to offer even more extensive features is the Composition Media radio
that comes standard in Comfortline. Its colour display is 6.3 inches in size, and
it is coupled with a proximity sensor that is integrated across the area beneath
the display. The display also responds to wiping and zooming gestures, as used
in similar fashion on modern smart phones. The USB and AUX-IN interfaces,
meanwhile, are integrated in a separate bin on the centre console in front of the
gear lever; this bin also offers storage space for a smart phone.
The 6.3 inch Composition Media colour touch screen system can also come with
a navigation module (Discover Media). The features and functions are identical
except for the navigation system that is then integrated with local map data and
the associated second SD card slot; the navigation computer is located in the
glove compartment together with the CD player and SD card slot. The navigation
system then reacts to city or street names being said aloud and calculates the
route as instructed. To add further enhancement to the Composition Colour
system, the 6.3-inch colour touchscreen Composition Media with App-Connect
is available in the Trendline at an additional cost. Like the Composition Colour
unit it includes a double tuner and 6 speakers.
The Discover Media satellite navigation system is also available in the Trendline
and Comfortline at an additional cost. It comes complete with a 6.3-inch colour
touch screen, double tuner, 6 speakers, and digital voice enhancement. During
any conversation with passengers in the back, this amplifies the driver’s voice over
any radio or other media being played without the driver having to turn around.
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Design
Crisp lines showing the latest Volkswagen DNA
New front and rear design
Different instrument panels for vans and passenger cars
Windowless tailgate
The Caddy shows its colours. Striking, expressive lines give the new Caddy a look

full of character. Visually, the fourth generation Caddy makes its mark primarily
with a redesigned front and rear. Almost every line has become sharper.
The design DNA of the exterior from Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles follows
a clear and horizontally arranged division from every perspective. The focus is
always on the precise separation of the individual surfaces through pronounced
folds and edges: for example, from the lines of the radiator grille, headlights and
wings an unmistakable front section is formed. The result is a lasting, high-quality
design style that is typical of Volkswagen and that reappears – as it traditionally has
– in every model range.
Front: The redesigned VW badge, the radiator grille and the two headlights,

which come as H4, H7 or Bi-Xenon depending on specification, together form a
self-contained unit, which finds itself continued in the wings and doors. This unit
gets adapted underneath the bumper, which depending on model is finished
either in grained black or the vehicle’s body colour.
Embedded within it at the outermost edge are the optional, rectangular fog
lights, which can, on request, have a cornering light function. Also eye-catching
is the soaring V-line, which extends from the headlights across the whole bonnet.
Side: The silhouette grabs the attention by virtue of a sharply drawn character

line. It starts at the headlight, runs across the wing and front door and then after
a change of direction comes to an end in the perpendicular line of the B-pillar.
Still a characteristic feature of the Caddy is the slightly cambered but smooth
surface of the vehicle body structure, which leaves plenty of space for individual
advertising. The side view is further defined by redesigned 16-inch ‘Bendigo’
alloy wheels that come standard in the Caddy Maxi Comfortline people mover
and are available at an additional cost in other models. On top of this comes a
‘side protection bar’, which is either in grained black or finished in paint.
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The crowning finale is the roof rail which comes standard on Comfortline;
in black or silver depending on specification, which give the Caddy a
contemporary people-mover look. That is also enhanced by smaller wing mirrors
on the passenger car versions and the truncated, rectangular indicator lights.
Rear: The enclosed panel van fully lives up to its name. The new Caddy is now

available with a windowed tailgate, roof spoiler and third brake light and the
tailgate can be opened via soft touch. Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles offers
side-hinged rear wing-doors and the rear of the vehicle is rounded off by beveled
multi-chamber rear lights, which are also available smoked (only available with
Bi-Xenon lights).
Paintwork: The new Caddy can be ordered in a total of 10 colours in the people

mover variants, and 12 in the panel vans.
Many colours are new to the range. There are also several specific combinations
that vary according to body version and model. ‘Luminous Orange’ and ‘Pure Grey’,
for example, are offered solely for the commercial vehicles. The spectrum of
single shades available at no extra cost covers three colours: ‘Pure Grey’,
‘Candy White’ and ‘Luminous Orange’, with ‘Cherry Red’ available for people
movers at an additional cost. As optional metallic paint finishes, Volkswagen
Commercial Vehicles will be offering the additional colours: ‘Reflex Silver’,
‘Bamboo Garden Green’, ‘Honey Orange’, ‘Indium Grey’, ‘Chestnut Brown’,
‘Starlight Blue’, and ‘Acapulco Blue’. ‘Deep Black’ is also available as a refined
pearl effect finish.
Interior: The cockpit for driver and front-seat passenger follows the horizontal

lines of the overall design. A new feature is the differentiation between urban
delivery van and compact people-mover. In the commercial vehicle form the
dashboard has a more open appearance whereas in the passenger car derivatives
it has a one-piece look. The prominent feature here is the decorative trim, which
along with the air vents forms a continuous band. Also elegant are the easy-toread instruments below the crisply contoured back-light hoods furnished with
two grooves. The multifunction leather steering wheel comes standard in all
model ranges and adds purpose to the driver’s modern workplace.
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Dimensions: The Caddy van’s external measurements remain true to the urban

delivery van vehicle segment. Compact parking space requirements coupled
with maximum internal capacity continue to characterise the Caddy in its fourth
generation. All standard short wheelbase versions are 1,836 millimetres high,
4,408 millimetres long and (excluding wing mirrors) 1,773 millimetres wide.
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Optional Packages
Customising the Caddy
A range of options and packages available
Unique offerings for Van and People Mover variants
While the fourth generation Caddy continues to impress with a long list of
standard equipment and innovative features, customers can add further safety and
convenience systems to their vehicle via a number of optional packages available.

Caddy Van Packages
Driver Assistance Package. The Driver Assistance Package equips a TSI220 Caddy

Van, Maxi Van or Crewvan with a number of additional safety and convenience
features. It includes Adaptive Cruise Control with additional ‘stop and go
function’ for DSG transmissions, Forward Collision Warning ‘Front Assist’ with
City emergency Braking, Front fog lights with static cornering function, a Light
& Sight system which offers auto dimming inside the rear view mirror, automatic
headlight activation with separate daytime driving lights, ‘Leaving Home’
and manual ‘Coming Home’ function, as well as rain-sensing wipers.
Interior Comfort Package. Offering further exclusivity and customisation,

the optional Interior Comfort Package offers a Light & Sight system: auto
dimming inside rear view mirror; automatic headlight activation with separate
daytime running lights; ‘Leaving Home’ and manual ‘Coming Home’ function,
rain sensing wipers, height adjustment for front passenger’s seat (standard for
Crewvan), manually adjustable lumbar support for front passenger’s seat and a
12-volt socket in the dashboard.
Appearance Package (not available for Caddy Crewvan). The optional Appearance

Package offers body coloured bumpers, protective side moulding, exterior
mirror housings, door handles and sliding door cover.
Window Package (not available for Caddy Crewvan). This package simply

adds fixed side windows at the front and rear of the load area (left and right).
This package can also be optioned with a lifting tailgate with window and spoiler.
Window Package (Crewvan only). Finally, this package offers Caddy Crewvan the

option to include fixed side windows at the rear of the load area (left and right).
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Caddy People Mover Packages
Driver Assistance Package (Trendline). The Driver Assistance Package specifies

Caddy People Mover variants with a raft of additional assistance systems, including
the Front Assist system with city emergency braking, Adaptive Cruise Control
(ACC), the Light & Sight package and front fog lights with cornering function.
Driver Assistance Package (Comfortline). The Driver Assistance Package for

Comfortline models features the Front Assist system with city emergency
braking, Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), front fog lights with cornering function
and Park Assist 2.0.
Interior Comfort Package (Trendline). The Interior Comfort Package adds the

Light & Sight package, front seat lumbar support and a 12-volt socket on the
upper dashboard.
Exterior Upgrade Package (Comfortline). The Exterior Upgrade Package includes

Bi-Xenon headlights and LED DRL’s, upgraded 17-inch Rockhampton alloy
wheels (including spare wheel) and silver roof rails.
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The new Caddy Van and People Mover
Pricing
Caddy

Caddy Trendline TSI220 92kW 7 Speed DSG

$32,490

Caddy Maxi Trendline TSI220 92kW 7 Speed DSG 

$34,990

Caddy Maxi Comfortline TSI220 92kW 7 Speed DSG 

$37,990

Caddy Options

Cherry Red Paint 

$190

Metallic Paint 

$890

Pearl Effect Paint

$890

16” Alloys - Bendigo (Trendline)

$990

Trailer Hitch Preparation

$290

Voice Control with Voice Enhancer (available with “Discover Media” only) 

$290

Luggage Cover (SWB Trendline) 

$190

Luggage Cover (Maxi Trendline)

$190

3rd Row 2-Person Bench Seat (SWB Trendline)

$990

Caddy Optional Packages

“Composition Media” with App Connect (Trendline)

$1,290

“Discover Media” Navigation with App Connect (Trendline)

$2,090

“Discover Media” Navigation (Comfortline, with standard App Connect)$1,190
Driver Assistance Package (Trendline) 

$2,260

Driver Assistance Package (Comfortline) 

$2,160

- includes Front Assist with City Emergency Braking, Adaptive Cruise Control,
Front Fog Lights with Cornering Function and “Light & Sight” 

- includes Front Assist with City Emergency Braking, Adaptive Cruise Control,
Front Fog Light Cornering Function and Park AssistInterior Comfort Package

Interior Comfort Package (Trendline) 

- includes “Light & Sight”, Front Seat Lumbar Support and 12V socket on Upper Dashboard

Exterior Upgrade Package (Comfortline) 

- includes Xenon Headlights with LED DRL’s, 17” Alloy Wheels ROCKHAMPTON, Alloy Spare Wheel and Silver Roof Rails

$670

$2,060
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The new Caddy Van and People Mover
Pricing Cont’d
Caddy Van

Caddy Van TSI220 92kW 7 Speed DSG 

$28,990

Caddy Maxi Van TSI220 92kW 6 Speed Manual

$28,190

Caddy Maxi Van TSI220 92kW 7 Speed DSG 

$31,190

Caddy Maxi Crewvan TSI220 92kW 6 Speed Manual 

$29,690

Caddy Maxi Crewvan TSI220 92kW 7 Speed DSG 

$32,690

Caddy Van Options

Metallic Paint 

$890

Pearl Effect Paint

$890

Driver’s Side Sliding Door (SWB Van)

$690

Lifting Tailgate 

$100

Appearance Package (Van) 

$890

Body Coloured Bumpers (Crewvan) 

$390

Window Package for Barn Doors (SWB Van) 

$690

Window Package for Barn Doors (Maxi Van) 

$1,290

Window Package for Lifting Tailgate (SWB Van) 
- includes Lifting Tailgate

$790

Window Package for Lifting Tailgate (Maxi Van) 
- includes Lifting Tailgate

$1,390

Fixed Window in Sliding Door - Left (Maxi Van) 

$290

Fixed Window in Sliding Door - Right (Maxi Van)

$290

Fixed Rear Side Window - Left (Crewvan)

$290

Fixed Rear Side Window - Right (Crewvan) 

$290

16” Alloys - Bendigo (TSI220) - N/A Crewvan 

$990

Rear Parking Sensors 

$590
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The new Caddy Van and People Mover
Pricing Cont’d
Caddy Van Options Cont’d

Reinforced Rear Suspension (SWB Van) 

$390

Reinforced Rear Suspension (Maxi Van)

$690

Trailer Hitch Preparation (N/A Crewvan) 

$290

Leatherette Seat Material

$190

Rubber Floor Covering in Load Area (SWB Van) 

$290

Rubber Floor Covering in Load Area (Maxi Van) 

$490

Fixed Partition without Window (Van) 

$290

Caddy Van Optional Packages

Rear Parking Sensors & Reversing Camera (requires Lifting Tailgate)

$1,090

“Composition Media” with App Connect 

$1,190

“Discover Media” Satellite Navigation with App Connect 

$1,990

Driver Assistance Package (for TSI220 Manual) 

$2,260

Driver Assistance Package (for TSI220 DSG) 

$2,260

- includes Front Assist with City Emergency Braking, Adaptive Cruise Control,
Front Fog Lights with Cornering Function and “Light & Sight” 

- includes Front Assist with City Emergency Braking, Adaptive Cruise Control,
Front Fog Lights with Cornering Function and “Light & Sight”

Interior Comfort Package 

- includes “Light & Sight”, Front Passenger Seat Height & Lumbar
Adjustment, Vanity Mirrors and 12V Socket in Dash

$850

For further information:
Karl Gehling, General Manager, Communications

Telephone (02) 9695 6003

Mobile 0409 138 069

Kurt McGuiness, Public Relations Manager

Telephone (02) 9695 6198

Mobile 0413 135 334

Prices subject to change without notice. The Recommended Retail Price is a suggested retail price
only. It does not take into account cost savings which may be realised by dealers under The New Tax
System. Dealers have an independent obligation to comply with the price exploitation provisions
in the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth), which may require them to adjust this RRP. Prices quoted are
Manufacturer List Prices excluding dealer delivery charges, which may vary from dealer to dealer
and statutory charges, which vary from state to state.
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